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INTRODUCTION
Our world is dynamic, with technology and innovation
revolutionizing things quickly. All sectors and industries of world
economies have experienced a transformation in ways no one
imagined. As the advancement continues, it creates a spiral
effect on these industries.
The economic and financial sectors aren't left out. However, there
is a whole new twist to their classical operations. It can best be
termed the evolution of a new era. Then, nations enjoyed the
centralized systems that gave power to a few. Today, the concept
of decentralization has created a new world order. As the financial
industry experienced a boost with the trend, it began a ripple
effect to other sectors. While many are yet to come to terms with
the change, others have fully embraced it-.
Blockchain and cryptocurrency have created a new crop of
wealth, fairness, and transparency within the shortest possible
time. Against this backdrop, we introduce Inubis, a world of
possibilities.
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BLOCKCHAIN EXPLAINED
Imagine a world where you can send money directly
to someone without a bank – in seconds instead of
days, and you don’t pay exorbitant bank fees. Or one
where you store money in an online wallet not tied to
a bank, meaning you are your own bank and have
complete control over your money. You don’t need a
bank’s permission to access or move it, and never
have to worry about a third party taking it away, or a
government’seconomic policy manipulating it.
This is not a world of the future; it is a world that an
avid but growing number of earlyadopters live in right
now. And these are just a few of the important
blockchain technology use cases that are
transforming the way we trust and exchange value.
Yet, for many, blockchain technology is still a
mysterious or even intimidating topic. Some even
remain skeptical that we’ll use this technology in the
future. This skepticismthat exists today is
understandable because we’re still very early in the development and widespread
adoption of blockchain technology.
Blockchain, sometimes referred to as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), makes the
history of any digital asset unalterable and transparent through the use of
decentralization and cryptographic hashing.
A simple analogy for understanding blockchain technology is a Google Doc. When we
create a document and share it with a group of people, the document is distributed
instead of copied or transferred. This creates a decentralized distribution chain that
gives everyone access to the document at the same time. No one is locked out awaiting
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changes from another party, while all modifications to the doc are being recorded in
real-time, making changes completely transparent.

Of course, blockchain is more complicated than a Google Doc, but the analogy is apt.
Blockchain is an especially promising and revolutionary technology because it helps
reduce risk, stamps out fraud, and brings transparency in a scalable way for myriad
uses.
Immutable and distributed are two fundamental blockchain properties. The immutability
of the ledger means you can always trust it to be accurate. Being distributed protects
the blockchain from network attacks. Each transaction or record on the ledger is stored
in a “block.” For example, blocks on the Bitcoin blockchain consist of an average of
more than 500 Bitcoin transactions. The information contained in a block is dependent
on and linked to the information in a previous block and, over time, forms a chain of
transactions. Hence the word blockchain.

Some advantages of blockchains
●

They’re global: which means that cryptocurrencies can be sent across the
planet quickly and cheaply.

●

They increase privacy: Cryptocurrency payments don’t require you to include
your personal information, which protects you from being hacked or having your
identity stolen.

●

They’re open: Because every single transaction on cryptocurrency networks is
published publicly in the form of the blockchain, anyone can scrutinize them. That
leaves no room for manipulation of transactions, changing the money supply, or
adjusting the rules mid-game. The software that constitutes the core of these
currencies is free and open-source so anyone can review the code.
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WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY?
A cryptocurrency refers to encrypted data that represents a unit of a currency. It hinges
on an organized peer-to-peer system called a blockchain. Cryptocurrencies are
decentralized, which means they do not fall under the control of any financial institution
or government. Instead, their creation comes from a cryptographic algorithm, confirmed
and maintained via a mining process.
The primary function is its use as an exchange value between two parties. It serves as a
currency for buying, selling, and transfer purposes. All transactions work without a third
party, making them accessible and censorship-resistant.
Today, over 15,000 cryptocurrencies exist in the financial world due to the vast benefits
accrued to their usage. It comes with ease of
transaction and at a low cost.
Cryptocurrency is also associated with incredible
security and transparency. The use ofblockchain
technology makes it safer from hacking, fraud, and
other cyber attacks.
One other benefit that gives it an edge is the crossborder payment system. Where nations place a
limit on foreign exchange, cryptocurrency breaks
such barriers. In addition, users need not take
permission from financial authorities or the
government before carrying out transactions. A
bank account isn't even a requirement for using
cryptocurrency. Crypto makes it possible to transfer
value online without the need for amiddleman like a
bank or payment processor, allowing value to
transfer globally,
near-instantly, 24/7, for low fees.
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Cryptocurrencies are usually not issued or controlled by any government or other central
authority. They’re managed by peer-to-peer networks of computers running free,opensource software. Generally, anyone who wants to participate is able to.

Some benefits of using cryptocurrency include:

Easy Transactions
Crypto transactions can be made easily, at low cost, and in a manner more private than
most other transactions. Using a simple smartphone app, hardware wallet, or exchange
wallet, anyone can send and receive a variety of cryptocurrencies.

Safety and Security
Because they are based on cryptography and blockchain security, decentralized
cryptocurrencies tend to make for secure forms of payment. This might be one of the
most certain benefits of cryptocurrency.

Short Settlement Times
While some people only want to invest in cryptocurrency for price appreciation, others
might find benefit in the ability to use crypto as a medium of exchange. Payments for
most cryptos settle in seconds or minutes. Wire transfers at banks can cost significantly
more and often take three to five business days to settle.

Outsized Returns
It’s no secret that Bitcoin has been the best-performing asset of the last 12 years. When
it began in 2009, Bitcoin essentially had no value. In the following years, it would rise to a
fraction of a penny and then eventually to tens of thousands of dollars. Some altcoins
have outperformed Bitcoin by wide margins at times, although many of those later saw
their prices collapse. Gains like these might be among the most well-known
cryptocurrency benefits.

More Private Transactions
While absolute privacy is really not one of the main positives of cryptocurrency,
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transactions are still generally more private than using fiat currency with third-party
payment processors.

Portfolio Diversification
Cryptocurrency has become known as a non-correlated asset class. Crypto markets
largely function independently of other markets, and their price action tends to be
determined by factors other than those affecting stocks, bonds, and commodities.

Inflation Hedge
Mineable cryptocurrencies with a limited supply cap are thought to be good hedges
against inflation. Because monetary inflation can occur when central banks and
governments print more money, increasing the supply, things that are more scarce tend
to appreciate in value. With more and more new dollars chasing fewer and fewer coins,
the price of these fixed-supply coins as measured in dollars has a higher chance of
going up.

Cross-Border Payments
Cryptocurrencies have no regard for national borders. An individual in one country can
send coins to someone in a different country without any added difficulty. With traditional
financial services, getting funds across international borders can take a long time and
come with hefty fees. In some cases, doing so might not even be possible due to
regulations, sanctions, or tensions between specific countries.

A More Inclusive Financial System
Some of the benefits of cryptocurrency extend to people who don’t have access to the
traditional financial system. Due to its decentralized and permission-less nature, one of
the benefits of cryptocurrency is that anyone can participate. People don’t have to have
permission from any financial authority or government to use the crypto ecosystem.

Transactional Freedom
One of the great benefits of crypto is that it can be used to exchange value between two
parties. This can be done independently of any third party, making the transaction freer
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and censorship-resistant. Banks or other payment processors can choose to cut off
services to anyone for any reason. Because there is no central authority governing
cryptocurrencies, it’s very difficult to stop anyone from using them.

24/7 Markets
Stock markets are only open on weekdays during the regular business hours of 9:30 am
to 4:30 pm Eastern Time, in the case of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Crypto
markets, on the other hand, trade 24 hours a day, seven days a week, without
exception. Some of the only things that could interrupt a person’s ability to trade
cryptocurrency would be a power outage, internet outage, or centralized exchange
outage.
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WHAT IS DECENTRALIZED FINANCE
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is a permissionless infrastructure, fully secured by
encryption, that enables people and businesses to perform transactions directly with
each other, without needing institutions to act as intermediaries. The roots of DeFi can
be found in the 2008 Bitcoin whitepaper [2] that set out a new system for digital cash.
Bitcoin made it possible to transfer value between two ‘peers’, through open-source
software and without a sign-up process (i.e. permissionless), by building trust into the
technology and the governance behind it. This was the world’s first introduction to
cryptocurrency and the concept of infrastructural trust.
Many DeFi applications operate
on the Ethereum public blockchain
as they involve theuse of smart
contracts, this enables them to
operate on a peer-to-peer basis.
We’re used to everything going
through a bank and other financial
institutions like aglobal exchange,
but DeFi creates a system that
can function on its own.
Decentralized finance is quickly
rising as a more secure, more transparent, and moreefficient alternative to traditional
financial services. By eliminating the need for centralized financial institutions, we
create a more open and trustworthy financial system and one that’s far more
accessible.
Secured by blockchain technology, decentralized finance will reduce the risks of fraud,
corruption, and mismanagement of your assets. It will also make managing finance far
more cost-effective and efficient, with no more overdraft fees, no costs for wire
transfers, and no waiting on banking hours for a transaction to be verified.
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DeFi is now big business and widely adopted. A user with a crypto wallet can tradedigital
assets, get loans, or take out insurance, among many other things.

Advantages of DeFi
There are some very tangible advantages of DeFi applications over traditional financial
models, these include:
1. Speed: DeFi users who wish to obtain a loan, for example, can process this with far
greater speed through a blockchain-based lending protocol than through a traditional
bank loan.

2. Accessibility: DeFi on the blockchain, particularly DeFi lending, will open up finance
to a much wider market of users who might otherwise be excluded due to location or
circumstance.
3. Transparency: Blockchains are transparent and immutable. Once a financial
transaction or smart contract has been recorded onto a blockchain, its terms are visible
to participants and cannot be altered. This transparency and immutability also provides
security to users, the clear audit trail makes it more difficult for funds to go missing

Components Of Decentralized Finance
DeFi components all form part of a software stack. Every layer performs a specific
function in building the structure. For example, here are four layers of the DeFi stack.

Settlement layer
It is known as layer 0. It is the base on which the system stands. It consists of a
blockchain and a native cryptocurrency. The trading of such currencies happens on
exchanges of public markets. Hence, they also form tokenized assets.
Protocol layer -Protocols refer to rules and standards that guide specific tasks. The
distinct feature of this protocol lies in its use by several entities to build an app or a
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service. It is the protocol's responsibility to provide Liquidity on the DeFi ecosystem.

Application layer
It is the home of consumer-facing applications. It breaks down protocols into simple
services.

Aggregation layer
The aggregation layer deals with the aggregators responsible for connecting several
applications. For example, the aggregator layer is responsible for investors' funds,
enabling transfer and other seamless activities. The coating also allows for ease of
movement between services. A good example is the lending and borrowing services on
a blockchain.
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WHAT IS A NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN (NFT)?
A non-Fungible Token (NFT) is a digital asset on a blockchain. Every transaction gets
recorded in a ledger with an identification code that distinguishes it from a fingerprint.
Simply put, it gives holders a means to prove digital ownership on certain items.
Blockchains serve as the public ledgers that allow for the verification and authenticity of
NFTs. They provide excellent ways to mark digital assets and to control their supply. It is
necessary to drive up the price for the benefit of the owner.
One unique feature about NFTs is that each one is a unique
digital signature. It gets produced for just a holder, making it
one of a kind. Nevertheless, all NFTs exist as digitalobjects –
images, gifs, memes, music, text, videos, and even tweets. In
the cryptocurrency market space, digital arts make the most
high-profile sales. The reason hinges on its usage by various
sectors. Major industries of the world find a way of minting
NFTs for their products or services.

How It Works
NFTs serve to receive possessions in an online and virtual environment to communicate
social status. They take the form of digital clothing, in-game items, and virtual world
environments. For many, it solves the problem of monetizing artworks. Artists get to
digitize their works and receive a royalty for every exchange. The musicians also have a
space in the niche. They get to sell tokenized versions of their tracks.
Non-Fungible Tokens play a significant role in transforming several sectors. Many
segments like real estate, fashion, hotels, tourism, and hospitality, among others, have
a place in the NFT space. While these niches show potential signs of being NFTs, one
slot that springs a surprise is the Meme phenomenon. It has an unrestricted availability
of images.
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ABOUT INUBIS
Inubis is a deflationary ERC-20 token issued on the Ethereum
network. It is the governance and utility currency of the Inubis
Project’s ecosystem. Inubis has a totalsupply of 100 Trillion
tokens.
We are a multi-facet organization that infuses cryptocurrency
and wildlife conservation in one space. We love crypto and
we love the earth and all its animals too. We’ve pledged to support organizations
committed to the protection of endangered wildlife and environmental conservation.
Inubis is developing blockchain products that reduce the gaps between traditional and
decentralized finance, implementing next-generation products and protocols to make
financial transactions more equitable for all. We implement blockchain technology to
provide scalability, security, transaction finality, privacy, co-chain, and smart contract
capabilities, with use cases including DeFi, Gaming, NFTs, Charity, and Education.
We’ve got a suite of tools to help you make the most of Decentralised Finance (DeFi).
From managing your crypto portfolio to trading, swapping and sending assets and
tokens, and even putting your investments to work earning you rewards and interest.

Our Mission
Our mission is to provide a fair investment opportunity to all, using decentralized finance
tools to bring millions of unbanked into the global economy. We also aim to help
preserve nature and protect wildlife. Join us on our journey to make Inubis the currency
of nature.

Our Vision
We envision a healthy, prosperous world in which societies are forever committed to
caring for and valuing nature, for the long-term benefit of people and all life on earth.
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FEATURES OF INUBIS
Passive Income generation
Passive income is money generated from ventures in which an individual is not actively
involved. Inubis’ smart contract has been set up with a dividend reward mechanism that
allows investors to gain real passive income by simply holding at least 20 billion tokens
in their wallets. Earning income on your idle crypto assets is a great way of making your
money work for you. Holders can sit back, relax and enjoy Ethereum dividends paid into
their wallets up to 4 times per day (depending on daily transaction volume). The number
of tokens you own determines the share of the revenue you would receive.
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Auto-Deflationary
Our smart contract collects 1% of every transaction in an external ‘BurnFund’ Wallet.
Inubis tokens are then bought and immediately burnt (sent to the dead address) using
the Ethereum accumulated in the BurnFund Wallet. The buying and burning process is
automated with our custom-build node app developed using Web3js. This process
reduces the number of tokens in circulation and helps stabilize the price

Community Driven
Inubis is a truly decentralized community-driven project that allows control of the
development process, resources, and decision-making authority, to directly be in the
community’s hands.

Safe & Secure
To protect our investors, the liquidity held in the pool has been locked with a time-based
function on Unicrypt. This means liquidity can’t be moved or redeemed until a
predefined time (101 years) has passed.
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TOMBGAMES
Blockchain gaming is gaming that includes elements that use cryptography-based
blockchain technologies. Blockchain elements in these games are most often based on
the use of cryptocurrency or non-fungible tokens (NFTs) which players can buy, sell, or
trade with other players.
It is no longer news that play-to-earn is an emerging model in the gaming world. Crypto
gaming has the attention of the press and investors interest. The distinguishing factor
about it is that crypto gaming rewards players with cryptocurrencies and other valuable
assets.
Players get to truly own what they win in our games. If you earn or win an asset in our
tombgames, it is yours. Your items and any inherited status are verifiable assets on the
blockchain. You can trade to another person, play with them in-game or simply just
decide to hold on to them as a keepsake.
In addition, synchronization with the Inubis wallet isn't an issue. Players only have to
connect their wallets to the platform. After this, they would be able to play and earn
rewards through our in-game reward system.
We are hopeful that the wealth generated from this element will be massive.

The Inubis TombGame promises excellent entertainment and rewards to gamers and
investors. We are poised to take advantage of the growing demand and use it to its
fullest.

Introducing Play-For-Purpose Gaming: Games for A Greater Good
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Play-for-purpose is a new gaming paradigm that combines gamification, education, and
blockchain technology to create awareness and generate financial contributions for
important societal and impactful causes. Play-for-purpose games build an immersive yet
accessible world where profit and philanthropy go hand in hand — turning “here for the
fun” or “here for the profit” into “here for the purpose”. Tombgames are created for
players to not only have fun and earn while playing but also with the goal to raise
awareness, generate financial contributions and build a community around the issues of
conservation and wildlife protection.
Play-for-purpose games are open to everyone wanting to play — no matter if they
already care about the certain purpose of the game or not. The main goal of
play-for-purpose games is to turn a mass audience that is “here for the fun” or “here for
the profit” into an audience that is “here for the purpose”.
Play-for-purpose provides an easy and fun way to start contributing to a greater good
and offers a first step on the road of becoming a true believer and activist for the
purpose — it’s the entry gate to a journey of long-lasting support and motivation for
leading a more sustainable lifestyle.
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TOMBSWAP
Most cryptocurrency networks operate as a decentralized exchange (DEX). For the
Inubis token, Tombswab is the decentralized exchange. The idea is an ownerless
marketplace for our tokens.
A decentralized exchange (DEX) is a peer-to-peer marketplace for transactions
between crypto traders. The aim is to foster financial transactions without
intermediaries. Inubis DEX runs on Uniswap, an Ethereum blockchain.
One advantage of DEX is that they allow the exclusive trading of tokens. They also usea
liquidity pool and allow providers to earn yields from transaction fees.
Some benefits of DEX include reduced risks of cyber attacks, anonymity, utility
development, etc.
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TOMBNFTS
TombNFTs are our collections of hand-crafted NFTs that will be completely tradeable on
Aidicraft (aidicraft.io). We view the emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a paradigm
shift from centralized to decentralized systems. This framework is now unlocking fresh
business models for the creators of digital and physical collectibles.
We’ll be releasing 2 sets of collectibles on Aidicraft:

Animal Cards collection: These are NFT cards with the art of endangered
animals. 50%of Proceeds from each NFT in the collection will be donated to our
conservation partners while the remaining 50% will be plowed back into the project to
be used for marketing and ecosystem development.

Protectors collection: These are based on characters from Egyptian mythology and
arelinked to our soon-to-be-released play-to-earn Tombgames.
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CONSERVATION AND WILDLIFE PROTECTION
Our world experiences climate change, degradation, fragmentation, habitat loss,
subsidized predators, bushmeat crisis, etc. What is most frightening is the threat facing
most animal species today. While humans can reduce or eradicate their impending
doom, animals cannot. The need to act fast has become a matter of urgency. Elephant
tusks are ornamental, tiger and rhino are used to create traditional medicines, a host of
other animals are targeted to avoid bad luck, the list goes on and on. There is increased
awareness that humans must adapt to co-exist, however over the last few decades
wildlife population has declined by over 40%.
Habitat destruction due to illegal afforestation, logging, irresponsible eco-tourism is
driving animals to extinction. Deforestation is happening faster than trees can regrow,
development projects, while important for the growing needs of the human population,
are not sustainable and add to the burden of wildlife conservation.
At Inubis, we aim to leverage blockchain technology to support wildlife and habitation
conservation. It also encompasses climate change mitigation, ecological restoration,
and rural development.
Our platform uses Ethereum (a blockchain), which is essentially a public transaction
ledger. This means that every single action happening on this platform is completely
public, verifiable, and auditable. 1% of all $Inubis transactions is set aside as a
dedicated conservation and wildlife protection fund. The allocated funds will be spent on
symbolic animal adoptions and donations to our partner organizations. We aim to
symbolically adopt at least 4 endangered different animals every quarter.
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NUBIWALLET
Contrary to popular opinions, crypto wallets do not hold cryptocurrencies but private
keys. These keys prove the ownership of digital currencies and enable holders to
transact. Its loss means the loss of one's access to money owned.
Nubi wallet allows users to buy safely, earn, store, and trade crypto. It comes with a high
level of security. Holders also get complete control of collectibles and funds.
The wallet enables you to manage digital assets in one place. They get to control their
private keys, send and receive funds. In addition, Nubi wallet has in-built token analytic
and automatic dust detection. It is the first of its kind.
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 100 Trillion $INUBIS (100.000.000.000.000)
DEX Liquidity: 94.0%
Team: 3.0%
Marketing: 3.0%

TRANSACTIONS TAX STRUCTURE
Tax on Buys - 9%
ETH Rewards (5%)
Buyback & Burn (1%)
Marketing & Development (2%)
Conservation and Wildlife Protection (1%)

Tax on Sales - 9%
ETH Rewards (5%)
Buyback & Burn (1%)
Marketing & Development (2%)
Conservation and Wildlife Protection (1%)

Tax on Sales above 0.5% - 18%
ETH Rewards (10%)
Buyback & Burn (2%)
Marketing & Development (4%)
Conservation and Wildlife Protection (2%)
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CONTRACT INFORMATION
Token Name: Inubis
Token Symbol: INUBIS
Decimal Places: 9
Block Chain: Ethereum
Contract Address: 0x3667d6B1AEE4f96 b608EE365FdA9fa5BA866604c
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ROADMAP
Q3 2021
•

Website Launch

•

Fair Launch of Inubis

•

TombSwap Launch

•

NubiWallet design kick-off

•

Listing on CG & CMC

•

Launch of Adoption of 2 Dolphins and a Panda

Q4 2021
•

Contract upgrade to V2

•

Launch of NubiWallet

•

Development of Tomb NFTs design and Partnership with OneTree Planted

•

Website upgrade for the adoption of animals
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Q1 2022
• Development and completion of the NubiWallet
• Release of the NubiWallet V1.0 Beta
• Start of the Tomb NFTs
• Development of the TombGames
• 2500 trees planting project
• Donations to Partner organizations

Q2 2022
• Release of NubiWallet V1.0
• Release of TombSwap V2.0
• Release of TombGames V1.0
• Start-up of Plant 5000 trees project
• Donations to Partner organizations
• Expansion of Ecosystem
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CONCLUSION
At Inubis, we understand that digital currency is the future.
Therefore, it is suitable to create a community of investors and
end-users in the cryptocurrency sphere.
The fact that the industry is constantly evolving shows its
enormous benefit in the future. Proponents already see endless
possibilities. The emergence of the metaverse, for one, is a
limitless phenomenon.
Experts are also predicting great potentials that leave a lot to the
imagination. One can't help but position themselves with concepts
like a trustless system, scalability, immutability, etc. Our platform
isn't going to sit on the fence. We have the plan and structure in
place to attain insurmountable heights. Our top goal is to make
the top 100 in the crypto space. Inubis intends to plunge into the
wave and sail with the tides.
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DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER" SECTION
CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR
TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN
CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER INUBIS TOKEN (THE ORGANIZATION), ANY OF
THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE INUBIS TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE
INUBIS PROJECT (AS DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE INUBIS IN
ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF INUBIS TOKENS (THE
DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF
DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER
IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT
HTTPS://INUBIS.IO/ (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS
PUBLISHED BY THE ORGANIZATION.
Project purpose: You agree that you are acquiring INUBIS tokens and to obtain services
on the ecosystem thereon. THE ORGANIZATION, the Distributor and their respective
affiliates would develop and contribute to the underlying source code for the INUBIS
ECOSYSTEM. THE ORGANIZATION is acting solely as an arms' length third party in
relation to the INUBIS token distribution, and not in the capacity as a financial advisor or
fiduciary of any person with regard to the distribution of INUBIS TOKEN.
Nature of the Whitepaper: The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general
informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an
offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item, or
asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and
does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or
undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information. Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been
obtained from third-party sources, THE ORGANIZATION, the Distributor, their respective
affiliates and/or THE INUBIS TEAM have not independently verified the accuracy or
completeness of such information. Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may
change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated as a result; and
neither THE ORGANIZATION nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or
correct this document in connection therewith.
Deemed Representations and Warranties: By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or
any part thereof), you shall be deemed to represent and warrant to THE ORGANIZATION,
the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and THE INUBIS TEAM as follows:
(a)
in any decision to acquire any INUBIS, you have shall not rely on any statement set
out in the Whitepaper or the Website;
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(b)
you will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory
requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);
(c)
you acknowledge, understand and agree that INUBIS may have no value, there
is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for INUBIS, and INUBIS is not an
investment product nor is it intended for any speculative investment whatsoever;
(d)
none of THE ORGANIZATION, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or
THE INUBIS TEAM members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of INUBIS, the
transferability and/or liquidity of INUBIS and/or the availability of any market for INUBIS
through third parties or otherwise; and
(e)
you acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to participate in
the distribution of INUBIS if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise),
domiciliary and/or green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely
that the distribution of INUBIS would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever
named), financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token
distributions is prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act
(including without limitation the United States of America and the People's Republic
of China); and to this effect you agree to provide all such identity verification
document when requested in order for the relevant checks to be carried out.
Informational purposes only: The information set out herein is only conceptual, and
describes the future development goals for the INUBIS TOKEN to be developed. In
particular, the project roadmap in the Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some
of the plans of THE INUBIS TEAM, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL
PURPOSES and does not constitute any binding commitment. Please do not rely on this
information in deciding whether to participate in the token distribution because ultimately,
the development, release, and timing of any products, features or functionality remains at
the sole discretion of THE ORGANIZATION, the Distributor or their respective affiliates,
and is subject to change. Further, the Whitepaper or the Website may be amended or
replaced from time to time. There are no obligations to update the Whitepaper or the
Website, or to provide recipients with access to any information beyond what is provided
herein.
Regulatory approval: No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally
or informally, any of the information set out in the Whitepaper or the Website. No such
action or assurance has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or
rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Whitepaper or
the Website does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have
been complied with.
English language: The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language
other than English for reference purpose only and in the event of conflict or ambiguity
between the English language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the
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Website, the English language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read
and understood the English language version of the Whitepaper and the Website.
Cautionary Note on forward-looking statements: All statements contained herein,
statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral
statements that may be made by THE ORGANIZATION, the Distributor and/or the INUBIS
TOKEN team, may constitute forward-looking statements (including statements regarding
the intent, belief or current expectations with respect to market conditions, business
strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions and risk management practices).
You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements given
that these statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
that may cause the actual future results to be materially different from that described by
such forward-looking statements, and no independent third party has reviewed the
reasonableness of any such statements or assumptions. These forward-looking
statements are applicable only as of the date indicated in the Whitepaper, and THE
ORGANIZATION, the Distributor as well as the Trace Network team expressly disclaim
any responsibility (whether express or implied) to release any revisions to these forwardlooking statements to reflect events after such date
No Distribution: No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced,
distributed or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of THE
ORGANIZATION or INUBIS TOKEN the Distributor. By attending any presentation on
this Whitepaper or by accepting any hard or soft copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to
be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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